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DRONE INSURANCE PROPOSAL FORM  
  

Surname: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  

First Name: ………………………………… Middle Name: …………………………………………………. 
  

Gender: Male      Female   D.O.B: ………………………………………………………… 

 

Name of Company: ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Date of Incorporation: ……………………………………………………………………………………....... 

 

RC NUMBER: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  

Email Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Phone No: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Contact Address:  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

1. Device Purchase Price: N 

 

2. Details of the UAV Type or designation number: 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 
3. Details of the UAV/Payload identification or serial number:   
    ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
4. How does the UAV take-off?   
 
    Conventional undercarriage         Launch rail         Rocket  
 
5. If launched from a rail / ramp, how does any umbilical cord or fuel line 

disconnect during launch sequence  

 
     Manual        Automatic 
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6.  In the event vehicle has a rocket assisted launch sledge, how is the 
engine/propeller combination engaged once launch sledge disconnects? 
.......................................................................................................... 

 
7.  How does the UAV recover/land?   

 
Recovery net       Parachute      Conventional landing on undercarriage  

 
8.  The take-off/launch is fully  
 

Autonomous       External pilot 
 

9.  How does the UAV fly?  
 
     Autonomous       Manual input (Pilot)   
 
10. Is there a single or dual communications link with the UAV?    
     …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

12. Do the primary flight control surfaces (elevator, rudder, aileron etc.) have                 
      any form of control redundancy?   
 
      Yes  No   
 
13. In the event of a generator failure, is there an alternate electrical power                       

supply (inboard battery) to provide electrical power for the communication             
link and controls?  

  
 Yes          No  

 
14. Can the vehicle attempt a glide return to base? 
 
      Yes  No  
 

15. In the event of a malfunction during the flight, is there any fail-safe        
      facility that would automatically deploy any recovery parachute 
 
      Yes     No 
 
16. If communication/contact is lost in flight, can the UAV return to base on  
      its own?   
 

 Yes          No   
 
17. If “Yes”, what is the procedure for attempting to retain contact with the    
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 UAV once overhead the ground station/recovery zone? 
      ......................................................................................................... 
 
18. What is the range/operational radius of the UAV from the ground station,  
      and is it reliant on any form of airborne ‘Relay’ vehicle? 

      ......................................................................................................... 
 
19. The UAV is to be insured as a? 
 

 Prototype        Series production machine  
 
20. How many hours has the specific type of vehicle flown?     

 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
21. If a production machine, how many hours has the worldwide fleet amassed  
      (Looking here for fleet maturity)?  

  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
22. What is the overhaul/ultimate life on the engine?             

      …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
23. Please provide details on the ‘mean time between failure’ (MTBF) on the  

 specific engine? 
 .........................................................................................................  

 
24. Also, if available provide details on the ‘mean time between loss’ (MTBL) on         

the machine/system to be insured       

      ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
25. Are any unusual manoeuvres being carried out? 
 
      Yes No 
 
26. Please provide a summary on the proposed flight test schedule (ie how  

many hours ground test, hours on basic manoeuvres, cruise, high         
altitude/low altitude etc.)? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
27. Will any take off or landings be carried out in poor visibility or at night? 
 
      Yes           No   
 

28. How is take-off and landing phase carried  
 
      External pilot         Autonomous  
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29. Will any flights be carried out over built up areas? 
 
      Yes          No  
 

30. Are the local Civil Aviation Authority/Air Traffic Control services involved  
      in authorising the respective flights?  
 

 Yes           No 
 
31. If “Yes”, what restrictions have been placed on the flights? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
32. Please provide details on any loss record?  If the manufacturer produces  
      more than one type of UAV and the various models utilise a common   
      communications/avionics package, please provide details of the fleet loss  

 record for the UAV with a common system?  
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

33. What is the value of the UAV?  Please provide a breakdown on how the      
value is arrived at?     

  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  
34. Please provide details on the payload and its value?  
      ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
35. To enable the vehicle to be identified, please supply details of the   

UAV/payloads identification or serial numbers?      
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
36. Is the payload retracted for takeoff and landing  
 
      Yes          No 
 

37. Can it be damaged in the event of an undercarriage failure)? 
 
      Yes          No    
 
38. What is the detail of the internal/external pilots’?  
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 39. Will the flights involve any passive/active pilot training for customers’  

 
       Yes    No   
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40. Details on the pilots’ currency on the vehicle in the last 12 months? 
      ......................................................................................................... 
 

 

     I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………, the proposer, 

agree to the terms and conditions of cover and declare that to the best of my 

knowledge and belief that the information supplied in this proposal form is 

accurate and complete in every detail and shall form the basis of contract.  

  

     Signature ………………………………….     Date …………………………………….   

              

  
  


